1. Introduction. This paper contains the proof of the stability of the difference schemes for the parabolic type partial differential equation with two variables.
Given the domain to^ -defined by inequalites x x x, xy y si y y and co^, by 0 t T.
We denote the boundary of u^ by r and u> -co^ x co^.. (1) |f = a 1 (x,y,t)|-f-+ 2 a 2 (x,y,t) + ajfr.y.t)^ + + 2a 4 (x,y,t) §£ + 2a 5 (x,y,t) + a 6 (x,y,t)u + a ? (x,y,t),
Consider the equation
for (x,y,t)cco, and the conditions (2) u(x,y,0) = f(x,y) for (3) u(x,y,t) = g(t) for (x f yt)erx« t ,
.. f ar, t f t g being given functions.
Vie choose three natural numbers n, m and s, and we define three real numbers (steps) v,
x -x y -y
The steps h^, h 2 and k can not "be choosen arbitrarily. The conditions, which must satisfy the numbers h^t h 2 , and k, shall he defined in the further considerations.
We denote are mesh-points.
Approximation
We obtain the following approximation of the derivatives in the mesh -points (4) ip [~q + q u id-n +(1+<l,u i-idi
rri? [
< 6 > T^P [" r "IhIJ-II + (1+r) "id-11 + r u i-1dl + " 2 u ijl -r u i+1jl + (1 -r) «ld+11 + r u i+1d+1l] + °3
The numbers r are parameters and can depend on the points P±dl.
We denote (10) The points P(xo»yj), P(3:n,7>-l-)(d=0,1l...tm) and P(x.,y0), p ( x i* (i=Of1t..., n) belong to the boundary T.
3. The first condition of stability Let the function satisfy the difference equation (11) with the conditions (13) and (14) and let the functions Vidl satisfy the equation (11) Assuming furthermore (22) 1 -9 (2b1idl-2b2idl + Zb3U1 -a6ijlh 2 ) > 0, (36) and (54), we obtain q + 2p + r ^ 1.
This holds, for example, if
We can get the scheme with the constant coefficients, too.
Namely denoting = "g* ¿«^(x/y.t) • *1 = 2o,^2{x,j,t) » a1a,(x,y,t) a1a5(x,y,t) ^2 » ¿c2a2(x,y,t) » = 2«2a2(x,y,t) » we get b 3iil 0 < max * and
We oan assume (56) l + TJS.f» P 3 3T» ra 4^T* Thus the inequalities (43) - (48) and (22) We can assume qt1ldl + 2pb2ijl + rb3ijl = "b2ijl which implies
This relation is satisfied, when, for example,
We can obtain the scheme with the constant coefficients. Namely, having (59) 
